Panna Cotta con A lbicocca
Honey panna cotta with apricot jam and apricot-almond granola
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Sbriciolata di Mele
Local apple crumb cake with candied pecans and crème fraiche
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Torta al Cioccolato
Dark chocolate tart with espresso-mascarpone mousse, candied hazelnuts,
and candied orange peel
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Each dessert | 11
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FINISH YOUR MEAL LIKE ITALIANS
A simple dessert and a small glass to help you digest
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Limoncello Arvero
Made from “Ovale Sorrentino” lemons (also known as Sfusato) in their native Campagna
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Limoncello Caffo
Smaller Calabrian lemons pack a citrus punch; flavor and color are 100% natural
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Sambuca Molinari
The motto of the most famous Sambuca: “drink good quality in little quantities”
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A nice Varnelli
The dry “old school” anisette: wild fennel, dill, and cumin accompany the licorice root
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A maro Dell’Etna Agrosan
Tart rhubarb and cinnamon, this Sicilian amaro finishes with a smoky minerality
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A maro Nonino
Scent of orange zest, bitter orange marmalade, with liquorice and cocoa aftertaste from Friuli
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Campari Cask Tales Bourbon Campari
Fruity, sweet and creamy tones, followed by delicate oaky smokiness
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Fernet-Branca Fratelli Branca		
“The Bartender’s Handshake;” licorice and saffron
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Mirto Argiolas
Sardinian cure-all: mint, eucalyptus, and juniper flavors from this Myrtleberry liquor
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Grappa Calabrone Bastianich
Classic grappa, warm mouthfeel with notes of bread dough and dried red fruit
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